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first of all, there are two types of ashtakavarga – personal ashtakavarga and public ashtakavarga. personal ashtakavarga is called nadiya ashtakavarga and public ashtakavarga is called ruchi ashtakavarga. while preparing my forthcoming book "jaipur dasa" i would like you to give me the full book and website address (particularly) for ruchi ashtakavarga (since it is very easy to ignore one or the other). also please tell me if we have the same experience of visiting india twice. i would like also to
know if india can be used for ruchi ashtakavarga. please reply by email. i would like to visit india two to three times in the near future and i would be visiting jaipur on each occasion. sincerely it is remarkable that an astrologer from sri lanka wants to buy the b.v. raman book and astrology journal. as you know, such books are only available to the public in india and it is rarely that one is available for sale at this end. this astrology journal too is not available here as you know. as a scholar in the
fields of vedic and classical astrology, i have ever experienced this. as an astrological disciple of b.v. raman, i have tried to publicize his branch of astrology in english and in my book "jaipur dasa" i tried to give example charts for his branch of astrology. during my tours to different countries, i have had the pleasure to make contact with many astrologers from various countries, particularly from abroad and got to know about their different schools of astrology which i saw to be all based on the

theory of b. raman's astrology. i have also met with many astrologers of the western schools, which i think gave me an idea about their systems. in addition, i have seen the work of various individuals in the western world and believed some are closer to his theory while others are quite different. since you have knowledge about western astrology, please tell me who is closer to b. raman's theory? will you please write to me by email?
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the surya paksha has till date not done this. it has more to do with its own interests than with the truth. what has happened to the great and distinguished indian astrologers in the west and the u.s.a. has not happened in india till now. the great astrologers of india must, if they are ever to become great, speak out and
show that they know what is the truth and the reality and what is just hype. they must discard the prepared scripts and the text books and must give their authentic predictions. the latter is very difficult to do since the astrologer is caught up in the traditions and the cultural heritage of astrology. he will not be able to
give his own opinion on what is the proper and authentic interpretation of the historical material given to him. there are so many factors to be considered. dr. raman knows this and has made his own judgment on the matter. he is a great example of this and i am certainly not referring to him only and i have learnt a

great deal from him. i cannot say more. i must let the matter rest for now. by all means, if the jyotish shastra gives us anything beyond a mere scientific textbook, there is no reason why any of us should not say what we think. but, unfortunately, this is not done. the great astrologers in india have lived on the pages of
the jyotish shastra. it is time for them to come to the forefront and to tell the truth. there are many others besides us who will want to know the truth. if we had given the complete data, to calculate the whole chart from the lagna we would have had to give the position of the natal moon and in turn the birth time.

though dr. raman is not a novice at this, we did not want to give the information. this can be checked from the jyotish makarand of jan. 1990. it is a good astrological library and i can assure you that such a thing is not recorded there. 5ec8ef588b
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